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Abstract 
We report recent results on charmed meson decays, obtained using the Mark 

III detector at SPEAR. The first topic discussed is the absecvatian of « +c~ -* 
D.D\ at y/5 = 4.14 GeV. The D't la detected as a peak In the masa distribution 
recoiling from P * -* e>w*. The mass of the D\ is found to be (2109.3 ± 2.1 ± 
3.1) MeV/e !, yielding a D\-Dt mass difference of (137,9 ±Z.1± 4.3} MeV/<3. The 
production cross section times branching ratio is also measured. Next, a search 
for the decay D + -•+ p'fp is described. A preliminary upper limit (90% CL) 
on B(D + —¥ fi+Up) of 8.4 x 10~* is obtained, corresponding to an upper limit 
on the decay constant / o of 340MeV/ea. Finally we present results of a search 
far the lepton family number violating decay Lfi ~* (ie. We find fl(D° -• i*e) < 
1.5 x 10-< at9096CL. 
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1. e+e- . Dt0\ 

In the quark model, the lowest-lying cS pseudoscalar meson, the Dtx has a 
higher mass vector meson partner, the Z>J. The D\ mass is predicted10 to lie SO 
to 150MeV/e3 ahove that of the D,. Evidence has been presented for a narrow 
slate decaying into a Dt meson and a photon.w w Exclusive production of this 
state in association with the Dt in e +e~ annihilation would provide new evidence 
that it is indeed the D\, We report the first evidence of the exclusive reaction1'1 

e t e - —• D+ £>*~, where the /?* ia observed in the decay 

D+ - fa* (1) 

or in the cascade 
D't'-iD;, D,- - . $ „ - . (2) 

A precise measurement of the D\ masB ia also reported. 
The data sample used in this analysis represent* an integrated luminosity 

of (6.30 ± 0.4fi)pb~l at y/a = 4.14 GeV. The analysis proceeds with the isola
tion of events containing one or more <jS'a. Charged kaons arc identified using 
time-of-flight (TOP), Mid K + K " combinations with mass within 10McV/«a of 
the <f> mass are selected. Candidate fa+ decays are selected by combining a 
<t> with each of the remaining charged tracks, assumed to be pions. A scatter 
plot of the <j>x+ mass versus the recoil mass is shown in Fig. 1. Evidence for 
D,D\ production appears as a cluster of events near Af(^ff+) - l.tfTGeV/e* 
and Af(recoil) ^ ?.10GeV/c*. Another cluster near Mf>r + ) = t.87GeV/c s 

and M(recoil) = 2.01 GeV/c1 is evidence for production of 13* D*~, with D+ -* 
tfjr*.1*1 No significant evidence for e +e~ —• D+D~, D+ -• <j>ir+ is observed. 

The decay Dt -* <t>n+ is isolated by requiring the recoil mass to lie between 
2.04 and 2.18GeV/ea (Fig. 2). A fit to this distribution yields 26.7 ± 5.2 (Hat.) 
signal events above 6,6 background events. The fitted Dt mt» is (1972.4 ± 
3.7 ± 3.7)MeV/cJ. The background shape is determined from the fa* mass 
distribution obtained by combining <j> candidates with pions from different events. 

The D't signal in the recoil mass distribution is measured aftei restricting 
the fa+ mass to the D, region, 1.92 to 2.02GeV/c3. To improve the D\ mass 
resolution, a D, mass"1 of 1971.4 MeV/eJ is imposed as a constraint in the 
calculation of the recoil mass.1'1 The resulting recoil mass distribution [Fig. 3] 
shows a narrow peak at 2.1lCeV/c J from reaction (I), on a broad structure 
between 2.07 and 2.15GcV/e* from reaction (2). A fit to this distribution yields 

M(P't) = (2109.3 12.1 ± 3 . ! ) M e V / c

J . 

The shape uf I.lie signal distribution and the resolution (5.()McV/e2) arc deter* 
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mined from a Monte Carlo aitimlalkm which includes radiatl vc corrcrtions.w Thu 
result implies'*1 

M(0;j - M{D,) - (131.9 ±2.1 ± 4.3)MeV/c*. 

A maximum likelihood calculation using the constrained recoil mass yields 
T(D;) < 22MeV/c 3 at *fl* CL. 

The production cross section times branching fraction la determined assuming 
flfDJ -• fD,) = 100%. Using the number of observed £>/ •-> ^» * decays, and a 
0* -» $* + detection efficiency of 0.071, the result is 

t»(eV -» D+D^ + c.e.) x £)(£>+ -• cSjr+) = (30 i 6 i ll)pt>. 

We have alio presented the following preliminary t«L. !•. 

a{tU~ - D*D\- + e.e.) x B{0* - ff'°K+) = {31 ± 6 f II) pb, 
a{e*e- -» f>,*0;- + c.c.) x fl(D/ -» tf°K+) = (32 ± 6 ± 10) ph. 

In the analysis of these channels, candidate events are (it to the hypothesis 
e +e' -» D',D,, where the DJ is not reconstructed, and D. -• mode. These 
Bnal states could be produced via the interna] W emission and the annihilation 
diagrams, 

The measured D^-Pi mass difference can be compared with other v«ctor-
paou dose alar splittings. For mesons containing at least one light quark, the masa-
anuared difference A^p =- M'(l") - M*(0~) is approximately constant.1"1 This 
cfleet has motivated calculations of the mass-squared difference within models 
which assume a simple confining potential.1"' An approximately constant mass-
squared difference is predicted foe specific choices of a, and the form of the 
potential. Our measurement of the Dl~Dt mass difference results in A A p = 
(0.66S 10.020)(GcV/e 1) 1, which is consistent with this empirical rule. 

2. 1}* . |t*u p ANll THE DECAY CONSTANT Jo 

The I) meson decay constant / D » a direct measure of the overlap of the 
wnvefunc tions of the heavy and light nunrks in the D meson,"" ami acts the scale 
for processes such as weak flavor annihilation and Paulj interference invoked to 
account for the differences in W* and f*° lifetimes."" The decay mnstaiit also 
is essential in evaluating the magni'ndeof operators leading to //*/)" and DP If 
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mixing. * The constant fo may be unambiguously determined from the pure 
Icptonic decay of the I) *: 

The data employed (9.3 pb" () weic obtained at y/s =• 3.788 CeV, where 
charmed D mesons art." produced only in pairs. The search is carried out by 
isolating a sample or event* In which a Df candidal* is found, and then examining 
the recoil system Tor evidence of the tTPf, decay. Seven hadromc D + tag modes 
are used, resulting in 2490 ± 42 ± 40 D + candidates. 

Candidate events are isolated by requiring the recoil system from a tag to 
have one track with charge Opposite to that of the tag whose momentum lies 
between 0.775 and 1.125 0eV/e. The event la also required to have missing mass 
Bquaiet) M£,„ between 0.265 and 0.175 (GeV/e') a, rejecting about S% of the 
expected Bignai. Muon candidates are selected using the muon system, or (for 
truck* outside of the muon system acceptance) a combination of TOP, dEjdx, 
and calorimeter. In the latter case the event is required to contain no extra 
Isolated photons. 

Important sources of background to this process are D* -• K *̂"*, D+ •-* 
KIK+, D + - Kfy+v, li* - *°* + , and 0+ -., K%* + . Decays with *£'* 
are rejected by the M^)[lt cut. The selection process reduces the total expected 
background to 1.16 ± 0.16 ± 0.20 events. 

When these cuts are applied to the data, no events ate found to survive. The 
nearest event to the M£,M cut lies at 0.196(GeV/c1)2. The observation of no 
events of the type D* -» fi^i/p together with the background prediction yields 
a 90% CL upper limit of 1.35 signal events.1"' The acceptance for this decay 
mode is 0.72 £ 0.01 ± 0.05. Dividing by the acceptance and the total number of 
D+ tags"" gives the preliminary limit B[Dk ~* / i +e„) < 8.4 x MT« at 00% CL. 
Using a D* lifetime1"1 of (UMt&) x H r ' V and1'" \Ved\* = 0.0506 * 0.006$, 
the branching ratio limit implies / p < 310MeV/c*. When the more on *i>«. and 
lV r fp arc included, vie obtain /© < 340MeV/e* (90% 01,). 

This result docs not probe the smalt values of fp suggested by bag model"*' 
or QCD sum rule""1 calculations (I SO to 260 MeV/c*), but it restricts the range of 
values predicted by recent potential model"1' calculations (208 to 450McV/eJJ. 
It also rxrlmlta the very high values of fp which have been suggested"" as an 
explanation for the large observed value of r(W* )/r(A)°). 

• 
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3. SEARCH FOR D 9 - » iu 

There has recently been great interest in searching for lepton family number 
violating processes such as tt -» «r, n -*• « e , lf£ -» pt, if -* §ie% and v 
oscillations.1"1 The decay J?° -» at could be induced by massive leptoquarks 
whose existence is predicted in various extensions '"' or the Standard Model. 
Within certain models,"11 scalar teptoqaaiVa are expected to couple the "up-
type" quarks (a, c, t) to charged leptons. and the "down-type" quarks \d. s, b) 
to neutral teptomr. Thus, the decay ffi -+ nt can be enhanced with respect to 
the experimentally more accessible K\ -•» pc decay.'"' 

The data sample at y/S = 3.768 GeV corresponds to 414001,}™ ± 2700 pro
duced D 0 ' s . , , , , The data are first searched for events containing at least two 
lepton candidates: one muon and one electron. The kinematics of the two-body 
D° decay require that W h leptoni have momentum p > 0.75 CeV je in the 
laboratory frame. Leptons are selected on the basis of the momentum, energy 
deposited in the calorimeter, TOF, and range in the muon system. 

The two principal sources of background to""the decay Efi -* fie are hadronic 
charged two-body D° decays, and r + r" pairs. Contamination from D° -» *T~JT+ 

decays is reduced by requiring candidate pairs to have invariant mass within 
50MaV/c' of the D° mass. This cut does not reject the Cabibbo-suppreaaed 
decay D° -» W* JT~. Since the T background consists mainly of two-prong events 
accompanied by undetected neutrinos, requiring the missing energy1"' Em]„ to 
be less than 1 GeV in two-prong events oniil eliminates this contamination. The 
expected background in the data sample is estimated to be 0.18 ± 0,06 ± 0.05 
* + *•- events.1"1 

After all particle identification and kinematic cuts have been applied, the 
beam-constrained mass Afbe is calculated for each surviving candidate pair by 
constraining its energy to the bcameneigy. Two events with M^ > 1.83 GeV/e* 
are found. A study of the A/be distribution of LP ~* K~*+ in the same data 
sample shows that 90% of those two-body decays lie within ±0.0055 GeV/c 1 of 
the VP mass (Pig. 4). No jje candidate falls within this range. The efficiency 
for I / 3 •* $ie is found to be 0.433 ± 0.004 ± 0.029, while that for the background 
channel D° -* *+n~ is 0.0024 ± 0.0004 ± 0.0002. After alt analysis cuts, neither 
UP -* K'lf* decays nor r + r" pair production contribute signiilcantly. 

The observation of no events of the type D° -» |te yields a 00% CL upper 
limit (JVj.g) of 2.30 on the total number of signal and background events. The 
upper limit on the branching fraction B(i>° -> tit) is obtained by dividing by the 
efficiency and the total number of produced D6**. When all systematic errors are 
included, wo obtain D(D° -* ue) < 1.5 x 10 * at 90% CL. This bound, which is 
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model-independent, is approximately an order of magnitude lower than prevjodu 
model-dependent measurements. 

Further details concerning these three topics are given elsewhere.1"1 We 
gratefully acknowledge the efforts of the SPEAR staff. This work was supported 
by the Department of Energy, under contracts DE-ACO3-76SF00515, DB-AC02-
76ER01I95, DE-AC03-81ER4005O, DE-AM03-76SF00034 and by the National 
Science Foundation. 
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